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 The purpose of this LoA, Letter of Agreement is to define the positions of 

Control procedures and coordination procedures to be applied within the CASABLANCA FIR for the 

ATS 

(Air Traffic Services) provided to IFR or VFR operations. 

The content has been approved by the FIR chief concerned and is binding on all members of the 

IVAO network which occupy an active ATC position concerned by this LoA. 

 

1: AIRBASE 

AIRBASE 

SALES GMME AIRFORCE 
Meknes GMFK AIRFORCE 

Kenitra GMMY AIRFORCE 

Laayoune GMML AIRFORCE 
Sidi Slimane GMSL AIRFORCE 

Ben geurir XXXX MILITARY USA // AIRPORT 
LOCKED WITH AREA ! 

SPECIAL AIRBASE 

Marrakesh GMMX ACADEMY and AIRFORCE 
OTHERS BASE 

RABAT GMME Casablanca north security 
squads 

(north Headquarters) 
Agadir GMAD Casablanca south security 

squads 
(south Headquarters) 

NAVAL AIRBASE 
Casablanca GMMN Naval squads 

 

Document for pilots and military controllers of the Morocco division, all information presented in the 

document is approved by MA-SOC / SOAC, MA-AOC and MA-DIR. Any modification during the year is 

possible, we will keep you informed by the means put in place by the division. (NOTAM, Message, ...). 
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Speed restriction: 

350kn bellow level 100 (-FL100) 

M 1.0 above level 100 (+FL100) 

supersonic Is possible with clearance of control (on the sea is at discretion) 

 

Military restrictions: 

all restricted area is active by NOTAM 24h before exercises 

Tous pilote n’étant pas certifié par le SOC/SOAC/SOAXX pour les avions de combat ne peut effectuer 

du SO dans l’espace aérien marocain (GMMM_CTR / GMMM_OC_CTR) // exception pour les tours 

divisions SO 

 

ATC MILITARY AIRPORT: 

Please refers to the MA Division FRA list (FRAs MA DIVISION) 

For Casablanca center is available from ADC rating and on recommendation of SO department MA 

GCA MEMBER is restricted for control the morocco airspace for military flight. 

 

Callsign  Rabat Military Control 

Frequency : 118.300 

Connection : GMMM_MIL _CTR 

 

 

SQUAWK: 

For non-specific military flight, the squawk (From 5101 to 5177) Military in Morocco is applies. 

 

TRAs: 

all restricted area is on charts Morocco AIP, for restricted area please follow NOTAM. 

 

MILITARY CALLSING: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information: control, the control military is the first controllers behand the 

civil control for flight military (area civil and military). For interception in 

morocco airspace 2 possibility, by agrees of pilot or authorization of 

control (TWR, APP, CTR), If a pilot does not respond to the FORCE ACT, a 

controller may ask a Moroccan military aircraft to escort the aircraft to the 

exit the morocco airspace. 

 

Callsign  Royal Moroccan Air 
Force XXX 

ICAO RMAF XXX 

https://www.ivao.aero/fras/list.asp?id=MA
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